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else on earth,   in this day and time.   More important   
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EVER DO, or fail to do!    Are the realities of choice   
being made, the tools and machines:     that literally   
CAN become an end to life on earth.      NOT A GAME,   
a decision of fools, so completely insane, they gamble  
with our very lives, our planet, and our future as life  
itself on earth.    It’s a decision:  
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Www.justtalking3.info      a site dedicated to the   
presentation of   information critically recognized   as a   
threat to all life on earth. A list that examines our reality. 
An education in life and law.   The foundations upon   
which we create happiness, hope, and justice for 
ourselves and this world.     It is an intent, to teach truth,   
life, and peace/ a reality given the potential to change 
this human existence. In ways that will survive. To be 
used in conjunction with its companion sister sites.
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